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Stiletto® Brings User-Driven Innovation to New Carpenter Square Lineup 
 

As the premier brand of professional hammers on the market, Stiletto® expands into the squares 

market with three highly specialized measuring squares designed for professionals within the 

carpentry space. The new lineup includes two 7" carpenter squares designed with more layout 

notches to help users build and level faster, while their new 4.5" trim square is designed for 

precision and efficiency. 

“During our field research, users consistently expressed the need for a precise and robust square 

that offers enhanced layout markings and specific notches catering to both rough and finish 

carpentry,” explains Jenny Murphy, Product Manager for Stiletto.  "The user research highlighted 

recurring issues such as insufficient notches, small cutouts, and coatings that gradually 

deteriorate. This feedback drove us to engineer Stiletto squares with unique features, offering 

carpentry and remodeling professionals unmatched measuring square solutions that rise to the 

challenges of their demanding jobs.”  

 

Stiletto 7” Carpenter Square and 7” Carpenter Square with Level   

The Stiletto 7” Carpenter Square and 7” Carpenter Square with Level are designed with more 

layout notches to help framing carpenters and remodelers build and level faster. Both carpenter 

squares feature additional notches to aid in stud layout, ripping boards, and marking rafter pitches. 

The BOMBER™ Cutout allows for repeatable stud measurements of 1-1/2 inches, 3 inches, and 

4-1/2 inches, as well as LVL measurements of 1-3/4 inches and 3-1/2 inches. The bottom heel 

markings provide users with marking versatility at the most common lumber measurements. The 
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7” Carpenter Square with Level also features a replaceable 180° vial. These specialized carpenter 

squares are fully machined and engineered with the most durable coating featuring an anti-glare, 

hard coat anodized finish. 

 

Stiletto 4.5” Trim Square  

The Stiletto 4.5” Trim Square provides versatility for carpenters and remodelers, designed for 

precision and efficiency. The trim square tool features additional scribe holes to aid in laying out 

common angles, ripping boards, and setting saw blade height, allowing users to work efficiently 

while on the job. The ¼ inch and 3/16 inch reveal gauges aid in trim layout on door and window 

casings, while the bottom heel ruler provides easily identifiable height measurements for setting 

saw blade and drill bit heights. The 4.5” Trim Square is fully machined, with the most durable 

coating featuring an anti-glare, hard coat anodized finish. 

Stiletto Squares 

Stiletto 7” Carpenter Square with Level    $99.99 

Stiletto 7” Carpenter Square      $84.99 

Stiletto 4.5” Trim Square      $74.99 

 
 
About Stiletto 
STILETTO®, founded in 1849, is a leader in the premium hand tool industry. 
STILETTO® is synonymous with the titanium hammer of choice for thousands of 
building professionals around the globe. The company introduced iconic new-to-world 
features like the side nail puller and magnetic nail starter that have now become 
industry standards. 
 
STILETTO® is driven to define the future of hand tools by bringing breakthrough 
innovation and highly specialized features for carpenters, framers, and remodelers 
unlike anything else on the market. 
  
STILETTO® is a division of Brookfield, Wisconsin-based Milwaukee Electric Tool 
Corporation. For more information on the full line of STILETTO® products, please call 1-
800-987-1849 (USA/CAN) or visit www.stiletto.com. 
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